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A theory of fractional powers of operators on an arbitrary Frechet space is dts- 
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to solve a distributional Initial value problem involvmg the wave operator. ( 1990 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the past 30 years, several theories have been developed which 
enable non-integral powers of certain operators to be defined. Initially, 
attention was focussed on the problem of obtaining a representation for 
( -A)” when A is a closed operator on a Banach space. This was dealt with 
successfully by, amongst others, Balakrishnan [;?I, Komatsu [S], and 
Hovel and Westphal [7], each of whom demonstrated that the Bochner 
integral 
(-A)‘cp= --n-l sin(nct)j‘l 2”p’(3.Z-A)mm’ Aqd2 (qcD(A)) (1.11 
0 
could be used to define the crth power of -A when A satisfies certain 
spectral conditions. 
More recently, attempts have been made to produce theories which cater 
for operators defined on more general spaces. A step in this direction was 
made in [9], where the integral formula (1.1 ), interpreted appropriately. 
was used to extend Balakrishnan’s Banach space theory to a class of 
operators defined on an arbitrary Frtchet space. An alternative strategy, 
due to McBride, has also been developed. By working within the 
framework of specific Frechet spaces Fp,p, and dealing with a particular 
class of Mellin multiplier operators, he demonstrated that a fractional 
power of the operator could be obtained naturally by incorporating the 
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index within the associated multiplier function. Details can be found in 
[13-15-j. 
These more general theories had the inherent advantage of allowing 
arbitrary powers of distributional operators to be defined. For example, in 
[lo, 111, some simple classical and distributional integral operators were 
examined on particular Frechet spaces D,., and generalised function spaces 
D’ p.~. Fractional powers of these operators were obtained using the theory 
developed in [9] and shown to coincide with the Riemann-Liouville and 
Weyl fractional integral operators and their distributional extensions. 
McBride also has demonstrated, in [16], that commonly occurring 
operators of fractional calculus can be obtained as special cases of his 
multiplier theory. 
The success of these approaches in obtaining fractional calculus theories 
for functions of one variable, and the relative ease with which standard 
properties of fractional integrals and derivatives are derived, has prompted 
the present investigation into a multivariable theory of fractional calculus. 
The fractional power theory which is found to be appropriate is a simple 
extension of that discussed in [12]. This enables (-A)’ to be defined 
in an obvious manner for suitable operator n-tuples A = (A i, A,, . . . . A,) 
and c(EC”. In particular, by choosing -A = 8 = (a,, a,, . . . . a,), where 
a, = a/ax,, and using multivariable versions of the spaces introduced in 
[lo], a formula is obtained for a’ for each CI E C”. Standard properties of 
d” follow in the usual way from established results on fractional powers. 
For instance, when tl = (cli, . . . . CI,) is a multi-index, 8’ reduces to the partial 
differential operator dO;la;2..  8:. A similar programme is carried out to 
produce a corresponding distributional theory. 
In the case it = 2, the formula obtained for a’ leads readily to a represen- 
tation for fractional powers of the one-dimensional wave operator 
0 = 8: - 8:. Not surprisingly, for certain values of the index CI, the result- 
ing fractional power corresponds to the two-dimensional Riesz fractional 
integral discussed in [4, Chap. 71. As a result, properties associated with 
this integral follow directly from the fractional power theory used to define 
aa. These properties are used in the penultimate section of the paper to 
produce a distributional solution of an initial value problem involving 0. 
Sufficient conditions are also stated for the existence of a weak solution in 
a particular weighted Lp space. 
Various conventions are adhered to in the paper. Throughout, p and 
q are real numbers with 1 c p, q < co and l/p + l/q = 1, while 
P = (PI 9 P2, ...Y pL,) represents an n-tuple of real parameters. Points in [w” 
and Iw” are denoted usually by x = (xi, x2, . . . . x,) and y = (yi, y,, . . . . JJ,), 
respectively, and the abbreviated forms dx and dy are used for the 
Lebesgue measures dx, dx2 . . . dx, and dy, dy, dym, The collection of 
all n-dimensional multi-indices is denoted by lU; and, for each 
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s = (s, , sz. . ..) s,) E Fv ;;, 8’ is the differential operator defined on suitable 
functions q by 
Finally, we assume some familiarity with the spaces of test functions 
~I,P( R”) and generalised functions O>~P(R”). Details can be found in [?] 
and [19]. 
2. THE SPACES L,,,,(W) AND D,,,,,( KY) 
The function spaces L,,,( KY) and I),,,( R”) which are used extensively in 
the paper may be regarded either as exponentially weighted versions of the 
spaces ,CP( R”) and DLP(KY1) respectively, or as the homeomorphic images of 
L”( R” ) and DLp(lRn) under the mapping E,, defined by 
(E,,cp)(s)=e’~‘,“cp(?s) (.K E KY’ ). 
where (p. s) = C:‘= I P,,K, denotes the usual inner product in R”. 
Their precise definitions are as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) For 1 <p < YL and ~1 E R”. 
L,,,(W)= (‘p: E ~l~~L”(IW”)). 
Equipped with the norm 11 llP,li, defined by 
/l(~Il~.~,= IIE-,,cpIlp (cPELpJ~“))’ 
where /I // p denotes the usual Lp( KY”) norm. L, ,L( R”) 1s a Banach space. 
(ii) For 1 <p<cc and ALE”, 
D,,+(W)= (cp: E~,cpdI,r(W’)j. 
Equipped with the topology generated by the countable multinorm 
(v(‘.“ : SE N;j, where 
tY”(cp I= llii”(E [iv IlIp (cp E o,,,(Rn) 1, 
D,,,,( R”) is a Frechet space. 
Remark 2.2. (i) When n = 1, the spaces defined above reduce to those 
used in [lo, 111. 
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(ii) It is a simple matter to verify that, for each fixed p E KY, the 
transformation E, is a homeomorphism from Lp,P(Rn) onto L, V+p(Rn) 
and from DpJRn) onto D,++, (KY), in each case with inverse E;” = E up. 
In particular, the choice p = -p shows that LpJRn) and DpJRn) are 
homeomorphic to Lp( RR) and DLp(Rn), respectively. As a result, certain 
properties of LpJRn) and Dp,p(Rn) can be obtained directly from known 
facts on Lp(R”) and DLp(Rn). For example, the fact that functions in 
DLp(Rn) are bounded on R” implies that 
Iq(x)l d Ce’P.” 0’~ E R”, cp E Dp$W), (2.1) 
where C is a positive contant which depends only upon cp. Similarly, the 
continuity of 8’ : DLp( W”) -+ DLp(Rn), for each t E N;t, used in conjunction 
with the Leibniz formula for differentiating a product [18, p. 1441, shows 
that 8’ is also a continuous mapping from DpJ IR”) into D,,,( R”) for each 
t~N;f and PEP. 
We now examine the behaviour of certain operators on Lp.u(Rn) and 
Dp,JW. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Q be a non-singular n x n real matrix with inverse Q-’ 
and transpose Q’, and let TQ be defined on Lp,~(W’) and Dp,@(Rn) by 
U-gd(x) = cp(Qx) (x E KY). (2.2) 
Then TQ is a homeomorphism from Lp,,(W) onto LpJW) and from 
D,,,(W) onto D,,( R”), where w = Q’p. In each case To ’ is given bJ 
U’;‘dW = dQ-‘-u) (x E W). (2.3) 
Proof. A simple calculation shows that 
II~,cpllp,,= Wet Ql-’ II’PII~.~ (cp E Lp,p(~“)L 
where w = Q’P, and therefore T, is a bounded mapping from L,,,(W) into 
L,,(W). In addition, on applying the Leibniz formula and the chain rule, 
we find that 
vY(Tgcp)= ll~“(L&dII, (cp E D,,,Q’W) 
d C, 1 IILJr(T,cp)II, 
r<s 
where the positive constants C, and C, are independent of cp. Conse- 
quently, TQ is a continuous linear mapping from D,J Rn) into Dp,W(W’). 
The remainder of the proof follows similarly. 
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LEMMA 2.4. For each y = (yl, y2, . . . . y,) E R” and p = (p,, ~2, . . . . .&,I E 
R”,fornl<n,let Y(=Y(~))~IW”andM(=M(~))~IW~‘hede~nedh? 
Y = (y,, j’2, . . . . J’*,r 0, . . . . O), M= (p, 1 I*?. . . . . &,I. 
und let K he the integral operator defined on LII,,,(R”) und D,,,,( R”) h? 
(Kq)(x) = jRm k(y)cp(s - Y) 4 (XE KY). (2.4) 
If k E L,,,( W’), then K is a continuous linear mapping from LrJ R’) into 
L,,,,( R”) and from D,,,(W) info D,,/,( R”), with 
IIW p,fi d llkll I..\{ Il’~/l~.~ (Vcp E L,,,,,( Kf” )I> (2.5) 
and 
Y(fG) G llkll ,.M T’(cp) (vq E D,,.,,( ~-8” 1). (2.6) 
Proof: First we note that, for cp E Z,,,,,( R”), 
I( 6 ! lk(?~)l Id.u- r)l a~,, w 
=.I I(E,k,N),)I I(E,cp,K- Y)l 41 W”’ 
(k, EL’(W’l cpoe Lp@“)) 
(by HGlder’s inequality [17, p. 1531) 
and therefore 
IIKCPII ;,, = IIE. pKvll; 
d (r 
WY 
IMu)l 4~ w- > j(s Ik,(.r)l I(po(.~ - Y)l p dy do Iw” Iw” > 
P/Y + 1 
= 
(r 
IMy)l 4 
> 
Il4d; (by Fubini’s theorem ) 
IWm 
= llE~,klli’ II&A/I; 
= llkllf,,u ll’pll;.,~. 
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This establishes the continuity of K on Lp+(Rn) when ke Z.,,,(R”), and 
(2.5) follows on taking pth roots. Now suppose that cp E D,,,( Rn) and let 
s E N;. Then, arguing as above, we find that 
~“(E-,K~D)(x) = 8’ irn k,(y)cp,( x- Y)dy 
> 
(k,~L’([Wm), qo~DL~([Wn)) 
= s kdy)(~.\cpcJ(x - Y) dy, (2.7) w 
where the last step is justified by virtue of the fact that the integral in (2.7) 
converges absolutely on R” and uniformly with respect to x on compact 
subsets of R”. If we now apply inequality (2.5), we obtain 
v,p.‘VQ) 6 IlMli Il~Wlp = llkll1.M Y(cpL 
from which it follows immediately that K is a continuous mapping from 
Dp,JIRn) into DpJR”) when k E L,,,(Rm). This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.5. (i) When n =m and ~1 is the zero vector in R”, (2.5) 
reduces to Young’s inequality [6, pp. 14-151. 
(ii) It is a routine matter to modify the proof of the above lemma to 
produce corresponding results for an operator in which Y is formed by 
using a different permutation of the n components y,, y’, . . . . y,, 0, . . . . 0. 
For example if Y,=O (i= 1, 2 ,..., n-m) and YnPm+,=y, (j= 1,2, . . . . m), 
then Lemma 2.4 remains valid provided that ME R” is chosen to be the 
vector with components M, = 11, ~ m +, (j = 1,2, . . . . m). 
EXAMPLE 2.6. As an illustration of the results proved in Lemma 2.4, we 
consider the integral operators I, and K, defined by 
(z,cp)(x) = j;, (p(xl, . . . . -x,- ,, Y, xc+ 1, . ..> x,) do (xe Rn) (2.8) 
and 
(K,q)(n)=(ym dx,, . . . . X,-I, Y, x,+19 .. . . x,) du (x E Pi”). (2.9) 
If we examine initially the operators I, and K, then we find that these are 
particular cases of the operator K discussed in Lemma 2.4. I, is obtained by 
setting m = 1 and k = H, where H is the Heaviside function defined by 
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while K, results from the same choice of m but with kernel k = t?, where 
f?(~a)=H(-y) (V~EE). Since HEL r,,,(R) for any p”l > 0, it follows that I, 
and K, are continuous linear mappings from LpJR”) into LpJ[Wn) and 
from D,,,,( II??“) into O,,,,(iw”), under the respective conditions p, > 0 and 
,u, < 0. In a similar manner, we can use the modified version of Lemma 2.4. 
discussed in Remark 2.5(ii), to establish the continuity of I, (respectively 
K,) on L,,,,(P) and ~,,,,(lFY) when p,>O (respectively p,<O), for 
i = 2, 3. . . . . II. 
3. THE SPACES D;J R”) 
For each p E (1, cc) and ,U E [w”, O,,,,(lR”) meets the requirements of a test 
function space [21, p. 39) and therefore the dual space II;,,( equipped 
with the weak* topology, can be regarded as a space of generalised func- 
tions. A straightforward application of Holder’s inequality establishes that 
each q E L,, -,,( IX”) generates a regular generalised function $ E &(( W”). 
defined by 
Moreover the structure formula for generalised functions in OiP( [w”) (see 
[3, pp. 173-1741) can easily be modified to show that eachfE &( Iw”) can 
be written as 
where the functions qt and non-negative integer r depend on f: Here, and 
in the sequel, ;5’, defined on DL,,,(aBn) by 
denotes the distributional version of the differential operator (7’. We note in 
passing that 8 is a continuous linear mapping from I);,,( [Wn) into ob,,( KY’ 1 
for each t E NI; by virtue of the continuity on D,.,,( KY*) of ?‘, and standard 
adjoint results. 
Distributional versions of the operators T, and K, given by (2.2) and 
(2.4), respectively, can also be defined on Db /J KY). If we examine T, first, 
then the result 
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which holds for suitable classical functions q and cp, leads to the definition 
(~,~~>=ldetQl~‘<f,~,l(p) U-E q,pw)~ cp E Dp,dW, f3 = Q’P) 
(3.3) 
for the operator FQ. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that FQ is a 
homeomorphism from 0L.J iw”) onto Db,,,( KY) whenever Q is non-singular, 
and 
(F’,‘f, cp> = ldet Ql CL TQcp) (“f-e qwJW)? cp E Dp.p(~n)). (3.4) 
The operator K can be dealt with similarly. In this case we assume that 
the kernel kE L ,, -,,,( KY), where M is defined as in Lemma 2.4, and 
examine the action of K on L y, P,(lR”). If we introduce an associated 
operator k (the formal adjoint of K), defined by 
@P)(x) = i,. &YMX - Y) 4, ( y= (Y, 3 .v2, ..‘, Y,, 0, ...* O)), (3.5) 
where 
I;(y) = k( -y) (VY E Rrn), (3.6) 
then an application of Fubini’s theorem shows that 
wiAd=G7&) WI E L, -p(R?, cp EDp.pW)). 
Therefore, we define R on Dj,JW’) by 
@7hP)=(f,~v) U-E D;.JW~ cp ~Dp,p@‘7). (3.7) 
Since this definition ensures that 
i? can be regarded as an extension of K from L,, JW) to DbJW). 
LEMMA 3.1. If ke L,,-,((w”), then R, defined by (3.7), is a continuous 
linear mapping from Di.,( BY’) into Db,G(W’). 
Proof It is easily verified that &, given by (3.6), is in L, M(lQm) when- 
ever k is in L i, ~ ,,J Rm). Therefore, on applying Lemma 2.4 with k replaced 
by I;, we conclude that k, defined by (3.5), is a continuous linear mapping 
from DpJW) into Dp+([W”). Since k is the adjoint of $ the result follows 
immediately. 
Remark 3.2. A similar treatment can be applied to the modified version 
of K considered in Remark 2S(ii). In this case, analogues of formulae 
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(3.5 )-(3.7) can be used to define an extension R which is a continuous 
mapping from Db,P([W”) into Db,,( W) whenever k E L,, ,,,(Rm), where M is 
defined appropriately. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. If we return to the operators I, and K, considered in 
Example 2.6, then the above discussion shows that the distributional 
extensions 7, and g, are defined by 
(~r.b~)=<.f%~) (3.9) 
($.L cp> = (5 I,cp), (3.10) 
where, in each case, f E Dj,+( W) and cp E D,,,( KY). For each i = 1, 2, . . . . II, rz 
and R, are continuous linear mappings from Db,,,(lR”) into L&( R”) under 
the respective conditions p, < 0 and ,u, > 0. 
The last distributional operation which we examine in this section is the 
direct (or tensor) product. For clarity, we adopt the usual notational style 
of including the appropriate variables when representing eneralised func- 
tions and test functions. Thusf(s) E Db,,( KY’) and g(y) E Db.JW) represent 
generalised functions which act upon test functions ME DpJRn) and 
II/( J) E D,, ,( W’), respectively, while 9( s, ~9) EDP,(Ir, ( R” + “) denotes a test 
function of n + m variables for which 
From the structure formula (3.1), it follows that each,f(.x) E II;,,(W) and 
g( ~9) EL&( W”) have representations 
and 
g(Y)= i q.tEG, (5,EL/- JR”‘)). 
151 =o 
As a result, the product f(x) .g( y) may be expressed by 
(3.11 I
Since the right-hand side of (3.11) is a finite sum of distributional 
derivatives of regular generalised functions in Db,,,I. rl(Rfl+m), we can 
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deduce that the product f(x). g( v), defined by (3.11), is a generalised func- 
tion in D’ p,C~,~j(Rn+m). Moreover, for functions 8(x, y) in Dp.CPc.r,(Rn+m) 
which can be expressed as 
we have 
(f(x).gb), w> Y)> = (f(x), cpb)><g(Y)~ 4w >
= (f(x), <g(Y)? w> Y)> . (3.12) 
Standard arguments involving density and continuity show that (3.12) can 
be used as an alternative definition for f(x) .g(y) on any test function 
%5 Y) E Dp,(p.rl ( Rn+m) and this in turn establishes that the functional 
defined by (3.11) is independent of the representations chosen for f(x) and 
g(y). Strictly, we should verify that (g(y), 9(x, y)), regarded as a function 
of x, is in DpJIRn) for each g(y)EDb,,(R”) and 9(x, ~)ED~,~~,~,(W+~). 
However, in the interests of brevity, we omit the proof of this and instead 
list the relevant properties of the direct product. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f(x) E Db,p(R”) and let g(y) E I&( IfY). Then 
(0 f(x) 3(y) =g(.v) Y(x), 
(ii) W(x) AH) = @f(x)) 3(4’), vt 6 W, 
(iii) Qf(x) .g(y)) =.0x). (&dy)), V’s E N;;. 
Proof: These results follow on applying routine arguments. 
4. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF OPERATORS 
In [9], the formulae 
(-A)“cp = -n-’ sin(?ra) s* A”+‘[R(A; A) -A/(1 + A*)]Aq dA 
0 
- sin(rra/2)Aq, O<Rea<2, (4.1) 
(-A)‘cp=(--A)“~“(-A)“cp,m<Rea<m+2, m= fl, f2,... (4.2) 
are used to define fractional powers (-A)” for certain operators A defined 
on a Frtchet space X. Under the assumption that X is equipped with the 
topology generated by the countable multinorm S = {y,} TCo, the class 
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P(X) of operators considered in [9] may be described as the collection of 
all continuous linear operators A: X+ X which satisfy 
(P.l) (0, x)c~(A), where p(A) denotes the resolvent set of A: 
(P.2 ) for each y, E S, there exists 11, E S such that 
y,(CCmk A)l’cp)dy,(cp) (Vq E x’, EL > 0, r = 1, 2. . ..). 
where c’ is a positive constant independent of cp, 3. and Y, and R(E.: rl I 
denotes the resolvent operator (AZ- A) ‘. 
The conditions (P.l) and (P.2) ensure that the Integral m (4.1 ), mter- 
preted as an improper Riemann integral, converges in X for each fixed 
cp E X whenever A E P(X). Moreover, if A E P(X) has a continuous inverse 
on X, then formulae (4.1) and (4.2) define (-A)” as a homeomorphism 
from X onto X, with inverse ( -A))“, for each c( E C; see [9] for details. 
This theory has been extended recently [ 121 to a class P,,,(X) of 
products of operators, and our aim now is to show that this extension can 
be taken one step further by introducing a class P’“‘(X) of n-tuples of 
operators A = (A,, A,, . . . . A,,) for which powers ( -A)‘. cx E C”. can be 
defined m an obvious manner. It will be seen that only minor modifications 
to the proofs presented in [ 121 are required to establish that the operators 
( -A)’ satisfy the usual index laws. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The class P”‘)(X) consists of operator rr-tuples 
A = (A,, A,, . . . . A,,) such that 
(i) A, is a homeomorphism from the Frechet space X onto X for 
each i = 1, 2, . . . . n; 
(ii) A,EP(X) for i= 1.2 ,..., n; 
(iii) A,A,=A,A,onX,fori,j=l,2 ,..., II. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let A = (A ], A?, . . . . A.)EP’“‘(X) and let CC=(CI,. . . . . r,,) 
E C”. Then ( -A)* is defined on X by 
(-A)~v=[~, (-A,)+ (qEX), (4.3) 
where each ( - A [)‘I is defined via formulae (4.1 ) and (4.2 ). 
Note 4.3. (i) Since the operators (-A,)“l commute [12, Lemma 5.33, 
the product on the right-hand side of (4.3) is unambiguous. 
(ii) An inspection of the conditions listed in [ 123 for an operator to 
be in the class PJX) shows that A = (A,, A,. . . . . il,,) E P’“‘(X) if and only 
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if B = ny= i (-A,) E P,,JX). Moreover, it follows from Definition 4.2 and 
[ 12, Definition 5.43 that 
Consequently, properties of ( -A)” for CI E C” can be deduced easily from 
the results given in [12]. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A E P’“‘(X) and let (-A)” be defined, for c( E C”, by 
(4.3). Then 
(i) (-A)’ is a homeomorphism from X onto X for each 01 EC”, and 
has inverse (-A)-“: 
(ii) (-A)‘cp is a weakly holomorphic function of CI in C”, for each 
fixed cp E X; 
(iii) the n-tuple A-‘=(A;‘, A;‘, . . . . A;‘) is in P’“)(X) and 
(--A-‘)‘q=(-A)-“cp, VCIE@“, VEX; 
(iv) (-A)‘(-A)“cp=(-A)“fPcp, Vcc,p~C”, VEX; 
(v) for each IX E N’;; and cp E X, 
(-A)“cp=(-I)‘*’ fi A; q, [ 1 1=1 
where AT’ denotes the cr,th iterate of A,. 
Proof: Essentially, (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) follow from [ll, Theorem 2.11 
in conjunction with [12, Lemma 5.31. Detailed proofs can be obtained 
easily by making minor adjustments to the arguments used in [12, 
Theorem 5.61. To establish (ii), we need only show that (- A)*cp is weakly 
holomorphic in each variable c(, separately (see [ 18, Definition 7.201). 
Since this follows immediately from [ 12, Lemma 5.11, we obtain the stated 
result. 
A similar theory of fractional powers can be developed for an n-tuple 
A’ = (A;, A;, . . . . AL) of operators A: defined on the dual space X’, equipped 
with the weak* topology. In this case, an appropriate class of n-tuples is 
the following. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A’ = (A;, A;, . . . . AA) is in Z7cn)(X’) if Ai is the adjoint 
of A, for each i= 1, 2, . . . . n, and A = (A,, A,, . . . . A,)E P’“‘(X). 
For A’ E ncn)(X’) and tl E C”, we define ( -A’), on X’ by 
(f E X’) (4.4) 
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where each ( - ,‘)‘I is defined by analogues of (4.1) and (4.2 ); see [9. 
Sect. 51. As in Definition 4.2, the product is unambiguous since the 
operators ( - A: )“I commute. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A’ E ZZ”‘(X’) and, jbr a E CC”, let ( -A’)’ be defined on 
X’ hy (4.4). Then the results stated in Theorem 4.4(i), (iii), (iv). and 
(v) remain calid bvhen A, A, (i = 1, 2,. . . . . n). .I’, and cp E X are replaced 
throughout by A’, A: (i = 1, 2, . . . . n), X’, andfE X’, respectivel?,. 
Proof: For each i= 1, 2, . . . . n, (-A;)“’ coincides with the adjoint 
[( - A,)“l]’ of (-A,)*’ [9, Theorem 5.31 and therefore these results follow 
directly from standard properties of adjoint operators. For example, for 
each ,f~ X’ and cp E X, 
((-A’)“(-A’)‘~f,cp)=([(-A)I’(-.4)”]’f;cp) 
= ([t-A)‘+“l’J; cp> 
= ((-A’)“+“f, cp), 
and consequently, (-A’)’ ( - A’)p = ( -A’)‘+” on X’. The other parts of 
the theorem can be proved similarly. 
5. FRACTIONAL CALCULUS ON D,,,,(W) AND DA,,,(W) 
To illustrate the fractional power theories described in the previous 
section, we consider the n-tupie 8 = (a,, az, . . . . 2,) of differential operators 
a, = 8/L7.~,. We begin by proving that -2, is a homeomorphism in 
P(Dp,O(R”)) under certain restrictions on ,u, and will deduce, as an 
immediate corollary, conditions for the n-tuple - 8 = ( -8r, --a2, . . . . - (7,) 
to be in P(n)(Dp,fl(R”)). Similar results will also be stated for 8, and?. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let ALE R” and let in { 1, 2, . . . . ni. 
(i) If p, # 0, then d, is a homeomorphism .from DP.I,(Rn) onto 
DpJ W) and has inuerse given 6~) 
rvhere I, and K, are the operators examined in Example 2.6. 
(ii) Ifp,>O, then -a,EP(D,,,,(R”)). 
(iii) If p, < 0, then ii, E P(Dr+(R”)). 
109’149 7-h 
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ProoJ: (i) A routine calculation shows that 
and 
The result now follows immediately from the fact that i3,, I,, and K, 
are continuous linear mappings from Dp,JW) into DP,,(W) under the 
respective conditions p E W, ~~>0, and p,<O; see Remark 2.2(ii) and 
Example 2.6 for details. 
(ii) Let 1, and p, both be positive and let cp E Dp,p([W”). Then the 
resolvent operator R(J; -Z,) is defined on Dp,P(Rn) by 
[R(l; -Z,)cp](x) = AC’cp(x) -A-” J1;,. e -‘“‘-“‘%p(y) dy (XE IF), (5.1) 
and therefore, on applying Lemma 2.4 and its modification given in 
Remark 2.5, we obtain 
vfp(IR(;l; -Z,)cp) < v$‘“(cp) +A-’ IlH(y)e-91 l,,,v~p(cp) 
< [l +(l +/J,;l)V1]v~P((p) 
< %Tcp) (Vs E N;I, cp E q&w. 
This establishes that -Z, E P(Dp:p(lR”)) for p, > 0 and the stated result 
follows from the first part of this theorem and [9, Theorem4.121. The 
proof of (iii) is similar. 
COROLLARY 5.2. (i) If pi>0 for i= 1,2, . . ..n. then -8 E P(n)(Dp,p(lR”)). 
(ii) Zfp, < 0 for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, then 8 E P(“)(DpJ W)). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous theorem and the fact 
that 
a,+ = a,+7 (VcpEDp,p(Rn), i,j= 1, 2, . . . . n). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let p E R” be such that p, > 0 for i = 1,2, . . . . n. Then 
(i) aa=n:=, a: exists as a homeomorphism from DpJR”) onto 
DpJRn) for each a E C”, and (an)-’ = a-‘; 
(ii) a”cp is a weakly holomorphic function of ~1 in @” for each fixed 
cp E D,.,(~“); 
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Proof: These results can be deduced directly from Corollary 5.2 and 
Theorem 4.4. 
A collection of analogous results for (--a)’ can also be obtained under 
the condition that ~1~ < 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
When r E C” is such that Re LY, > 0 for each i, we would expect 8 ’ and 
( - ?) -’ to be expressed in terms of fractional integral operators. The 
following analysis shows that this is indeed the case. 
THEOREM 5.4. (i) Zf p, > 0 and Re 2, > 0, therr 
8,- I’cp = zycp (qED,.,,(R”)). 
where 
x cp(.x,, . . . . .Y,- 1, J; x,, ,, . . . . x,1 d> 
(ii) Zf p, < 0 and Re ~1, >0, then 
(-s,)-x~cp=K;‘cp (v E ~,,,(~rz)). 
where 
( 5.2 ) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
ProojY Formulae (5.2) and (5.4) follow immediately from Theorem 5.1 
and [9, Theorem 4.121, while (5.3) and (5.5) can be verified by applying 
arguments imilar to those presented in [lo, Theorem 3.61. 
COROLLARY 5.5. (i) Let p, > 0 and Re ~1, > 0, .for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. Then 
where each I:’ is defined b?l (5.3 ). 
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(ii) Let p, < 0 and Re cti > 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. Then 
(-a)yfp= i KY cp 
( > 
(cp E Dp.pFw 
r=l 
where each KF is defined by (5.5). 
Proof: These results follow trivially from Corollary 5.2 and 
Theorem 5.4. 
The above results demonstrate how a theory of fractional powers of 
operators can give rise to an n-dimensional theory of fractional calculus on 
the test function space Dp,P([Wn). In a similar manner, the adjoint theory of 
fractional powers, discussed in Section 4, can be used to develop a corre- 
sponding distributional theory of fractional calculus. In this case, the 
appropriate n-tuple of operators is 
a= @I 3 82, . . . . &,, 
which, from (3.2), may also be expressed as 
%=(-a;, -a;, . . . . -a;). 
THEOREM 5.6. Let ,u E IW’ be such that p, < 0 for i = 1,2, . . . . n. Then 
(i) P=n;=, * exists as a homeomorphism from DbJlW”) onto 
Db,cr(W) for each GIEC”, and (?)-’ =aea; 
(ii) pzsf=p+Pf, Vcc, PEP, fED;,,(W); 
(iii) for CIEN~ andf~D~,JW”), pf=FJ where z= [(-l)l”la’]‘; 
(iv) forfED;JrW”) andRem,> (i=l,2 ,..., n), 
Proof (i)-(iii). For each i= 1, 2, . . . . n, -8, is the adjoint of a, which, 
from Theorem 5.1, is an invertible operator in P(DpJ[w”)) provided that 
,u~ < 0. Consequently, -5~ IIcn)(DbJW)) when each pL, < 0, and the stated 
results follow immediately from Theorem 4.6. 
(iv) If Re 01, > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . n, then 
f (feD;,r(Rn)) 
f 
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,$I [( -S,)-“;1.)1 (by [9, Theorem 5.31) 
=(.ii, (K:+ (by(5.4)). (5.6) 
Now, for each i= 1, 2, . . . . n, the operators K and I?, defined by (2.4) and 
(3.5), reduce to 1:’ and K:, respectively when m = 1, 
Y, = ~3 and Y, = 0 (j = 1, 2, . . . . i - 1, i + 1, . . . . n ). Hence, from (3.7), we can 
write 
ZT= (KF)‘, 
and therefore 
To complete the proof, we simply note that 
which shows that the distributional extension G of n:= 1 1:’ may be 
expressed as n:= I 17. 
6. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF THE WAVE OPERATOR 
It is a trivial exercise to verify that the change of variables 
u* = c-y* +x2,/&, u* = (x, -x, )I$ 
transforms the one-dimensional wave operator cl = S*/ax!j - ?‘/c?x~ into 
the operator 28’/&4, 8uz. This can be expressed more precisely as 
0 =27-&“477, (6.1 1 
where ? = (?,, a,), T, is defined by (2.2) with 
(6.21 
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and 
It follows immediately from (6.1) that the rth power 0 ’ (Y E N ) of 0 may 
be expressed as 
0 r = 2’Tpa”.“T; 1 3 
and this suggests the following definition for arbitrary powers 0” (c( E C) 
of 0. 
DEFINITION 6.1. For each a E C, 0 a is the operator defined by 
•”=2”T,~(x,a)T,1, (6.3) 
where Q is the matrix given by (6.2) and 
THEOREM 6.2. Let p E [w2 be such that p2 - pl > 0 and pL1 + pLz > 0. Then 
(i) 0’ is a homeomorphism from D,,,(Iw2) onto D,,,([w2) for each 
MEC, and (Cl”)-‘= q -“; 
(ii) q “Opq= 0 g+%T V&PEG (PE&J~2); 
(iii) El” coincides with the rth iterate of 0 when u = r E N. 
Proof Let w = Qp = (pi + pZ, p2 - ~~)/a. Then, from Lemma 2.3, 
T;‘is a homeomorphism from D,,,([w2) onto D,,,(lR2) and has inverse 
given by T,. The stated results now follow easily from Theorem 5.3. 
Remark 6.3. When ,D= (0, p2), the results stated in the previous 
theorem are valid under the single restriction that p2 > 0. Consequently, for 
the remainder of this section, we shall assume that the first component .D, 
of p E lR2 is always zero. 
Formulae (5.2), (5.3), and (6.3) show that, when Re c1 >O, 
(U-a(p)(~)=2-“(TQZ;I;T;1q)(x) (~~ED,,,([W~),XE[W~) 
= 21P2”[r(a)] -2 j [x,+x-fiuly 
~(.v.-v) 
x [x2-x,- ~~rl"-%(QW~~ dv,, (6.4) 
where 
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If we now make the change of variables z = Q’u, then (6.4) reduces to the 
convolution of 40 with the function 
Y*,(X) = 2l~ *“[z-(a)] -* H(.u,)H(.u, - Ix, / )(si - .Yf )” ’ 
(x=(x,, S*)E R’). (6.5) 
and consequently, we may write 
q yq=r*x*(p 
= p(p w~,.,m*H. 
where I” is the Riesz fractional integral of order 2~. A slight reformulation 
of the results presented in Theorem 6.2 leads to the following properties of 
this fractional integral: 
12”pcp = I’” + 2pq (Rer>O, Re/?>O) (6.6 
0 I’” + $ = 12Zcp (Recx>O) (6.7 
1’” + 2 0 cp = I%p (Rer>O). (68 
In each case, cp is any test function in D,,,,( iw*), and p? > 0. 
The identities (6.6) and (6.7) appear in most treatments of the Riesz 
integral (es., [4, 51) and it should be mentioned that the decomposition 
(6.1) is used in [ 1) to establish their validity for a different class of 
functions. Our approach, however, has the advantage that a corresponding 
distributional theory can be developed in an almost identical manner to 
that outlined above. As before, we begin by constructing fractional powers 
of the wave operator which. in this case, is the distributional version ‘Y. 
defined on &(iW’) by 
<a/; cp>= <A q q) (f’E ~;.,,(w cp E ~,,,WH. 
Since a is the adjoint of 0. we can use (6.1 ) to write 
2?f= 2( T&“T,! ‘)’ f ( fG qJ EC 1) 
=2(7-C’)’ (s”J’)‘Tg 
= ,qp7”J’y f (by (3.2) and (3.3)). (6.9 1 
Formula (6.9) leads immediately to the following definition for n I. 
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DEFINITION 6.4. For each CI E @, 0 OL is defined on Dj,. JR’) by 
~y=2app”‘~‘,‘f, (6.10) 
where T, and T;’ are defined by (3.3) and (3.4), respectively (with Q 
given by (6.2)), and 
a-)= 3% = [( -a,)“]‘[( -a,y]‘. (6.11) 
THEOREM 6.5. Let p E R2 be such that p2 ~0 and let mx be defined by 
(6.10). Then the results stated in Theorem 6.2 remain valid when 0, D,,,( R2) 
and cp E DPJ R*) are replaced by 0, Db,,( R2) and f E Db,,( R2), respectively. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 5.6 and the mapping properties of 
To and T;‘. 
A connection can also be established between the operator I? -’ 
(Re CI > 0) and an extended version 1% of the Riesz fractional integral. For, 
on applying formulae (6.10) and (6.1 l), and using the commutativity of the 
operators ( -a,)% and ( -a?)‘, we find that 
B-“f=2-‘(T,(-ii,)“(4,)‘T,‘)‘f (f~D;JR2),p2<0) 
=2-“(T,K;K;T,‘)‘f (for Re c1> 0, by Theorem 5.4(ii)) 
= (P”)‘f, 
where i2a is defined via (3.5) and (3.6) with m = n = 2 and k = r21. Since 
(i*‘)’ = Z;, by (3.7), we conclude that 
pzf=Z’;f (f~D~,JR”),p2<0, Recc>O). 
Comments similar to those following Remark 6.3 can be made for the 
extended Riesz fractional integral. In particular, the identities 
Z%I%f = I-f (Re tl > 0, Re /? > 0) 
and 
Z=+=f=ijZ=f=Z~f (Rea>O) (6.12) 
are valid for each f E D;,J rW*) provided that p2 < 0. 
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7. A DISTRIBUTIONAL INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
Various methods exist for obtaining D’Alembert’s solution to the initial 
value problem involving the one-dimensional wave operator 
(0$)(x,, x2) = rJ(x,, x2). .K, E R, x2 > 0 (7.1 1 
w,, 0)=$,(-K,), .K,ElR (7.2 I 
(s,rc/)(.~,,o)=~,(.~I), s, G R. (7.3 1 
The method we adopt here is based loosely on a technique involving 
fractional integrals which was developed by M. Riesz. Described briefly. 
this technique entails an application of the integral operator I’” + ’ to each 
side of (7.1) followed by a rather intricate limiting procedure in which u is 
allowed to converge to zero. A detailed account can be found in [4]. Our 
approach differs slightly from this in that we consider a distributional 
version of (7.1 ))( 7.3 ), 
~u=f+u,(ZC,).~(.K?)+UO(l,).S’(X2). (7.4) 
in which A uO, and U, are suitable generalised functions and 6(.\-,) and 
6’(.u,) are the one-dimensional Dirac delta distribution and its derivative 
respectively. 
The derivation of this equation is discussed in [20, p. 1721. A solution 
u E Db,!( [w’) to (7.4) will be obtained relatively easily, and without the need 
for a limiting process, by utilising the results established for the operators 
1% in the previous section. Conditions will also be obtained for the 
existence of a weak solution II/ E L,. PP( R’) to (7.4). Throughout, we shall 
assume that p = (0, pz) with pz < 0. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let uO, u1 ED&(R) and let ,f’~DbJk!‘). Then Ey. (7.4) 
has a unique solution ME Db,P(R2) given Hal 
21 = Ff + v’“‘uo + V’ ’ )Zf , . 
where 
and 
v”‘u, =~(z4,(x,).6(x2)) 
VO’uo = F(uo(x ) d’(s )) 1 2 
are (simple and double layer) surface retarded potentials \zith densities 11, 
and uO, respectively. 
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Proof: Since 6 and 6’ both belong to DP,JR) (for any p2 E R), the 
right-hand side of (7.4) is well-defined as a generalised function in Db,,( R2). 
The result now follows immediately from the fact that 0 -I = p on 
Db,,(R2) under the stated conditions on p. 
If we assume that n(x,, x2) = 0 for x2 < 0, then the classical problem 
(7.1)-(7.3) can be reformulated as the distributional problem 
Bu = ij + $L). 6(x2) + $6). S’(x,). (7.5) 
A routine calculation shows that the right-hand side of (7.5) is a 
generalised function in Do,, when q E L”(lR’) and tiO, tj, E Ly(R). 
Consequently, under these conditions a generalised solution of (7.1))(7.3) 
exists in DLJR2) and takes the form 
We now examine each term in this solution with the aim of establishing 
that u is actually a weak solution to the problem. 
LEMMA 7.2. If r] E L4(!R2) and q(x,, x2) = 0 Vx, < 0, then ?%j = IT. 
ProoJ: The convolution operator I* has kernel given by 
r2(xI, x2) = 2-‘Wx2)Wx2 - I-y, I) (from (6.5) with c1= 1). (7.6) 
This function is in L,,-JR*) and therefore, since q E L,P,(R2), the stated 
result follows from (3.8). 
LEMMA 7.3. Zft+bl~LY(R) then V”‘$,=z, where 
ProoJ We begin by establishing that the operator G (usually referred to 
as Huygens’ operator) is a bounded linear mapping from L”(R) into 
L y. -,(R2). 
To this end, we note that 
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where Y? is given by (7.6), and, on applying Hiilder’s inequality, we find 
that 
IcG~,,c.K,,.K~)l~(~~- lr*(.Y..%)I dy)” ,-I 
X 
(1 
L IY2(!., x2)1 1$,(x, - VI/Y d) 
% ) 
1 ‘I 
Consequently, 
=m+l)(-Prr--‘ll‘ful~ (WI ELY(R)L 
and the continuity of G follows. This ensures that GT, is well defined as a 
regular generalised function in I$$;,,( R’). Moreover, for each tp E D,,,,( IX’), 
(v”‘S,.cp)=(~(~).fi(.Y2)),(P(.K,r.K1)) 
= (&K-J .6(-K& (i’cp)(.K,, -KY)) (by (3.7)) 
= ~i,(u,)(i’cp)(.K,,o)n, i’ (by (3.12)) 
This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 7.4. If $O E Ly( R) then V’“‘$o = $, where 
9(x,, x2)=2-1fu*K~O(x, +x2)+ $0(x, -+)I. 
Proof A simple calculation shows that 9 E L,, -,(R’) and therefore 9 
exists in D;JF!‘). Moreover, for each rp E D,,,(R2), 
= <6’(X2GKi (f2d(.h, x2)) (by (3.7)) 
=2-qr, $o(4ox c ( cp XI + (2, Y2) + cp(x, - Yz, Y21142 dx1 
The result follows immediately. 
By combining Lemmas 7.2-7.4, we arrive at the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let ?I, 11/, and tie be defined as in Lemmas 7.2, 7.3, and 
7.4, respectively. Then Eq. (7.4) has a weak solution YE L, -,(R2) given by 
LYAlembert’s formula 
W-~, > x2) = U’v)(x,, .x2) + (W,)(x,> ~2) 
+ 2-‘fm2N-$o(x, +.x2) + $0(x1 -x2)1 ((Xl 7 x2) E R2). 
Proof: This follows immediately from the preceding discussion. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Clearly the approach used here to define 0 a and BE is limited in that 
only the one-dimensional wave operator can be treated. There are two 
possible remedies. The first is to obtain the mapping properties of the 
n-dimensional Riesz fractional integral Z2’ and its adjoint on Dp,JiW”) by 
direct application of Lemma 2.4. 0 a and Da can then be defined as the 
inverses of I*’ and its distributional extension 1% on Dp,~(W’) and 
D;,,(W), respectively. The second is to apply the fractional power theory 
in [9] directly to the operator 0. Unfortunately, difficulties arise in show- 
ing that condition (P.2) is satisfied and it appears that some relaxation of 
this condition is required for further progress to be made with this 
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approach. Investigations into each of these approaches have been carried 
out, and it is hoped that some of the results obtained will be presented in 
a future paper. 
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